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Turnitin Webinar: AI Writing 

Turnitin's mission is "to ensure the integrity of global education and

meaningfully improve learning outcomes." Concerned with similarity and

originality, the company hosted a webinar to explore how educators can

use their AI writing detection tools to meet institutional goals.

 

The webinar host began by using a simile to explain generative AI Large

Language Model (LLMs), saying LLMs are like a snowball. A snowball

follows the path of least resistance (the most likely path), and, as the

snowball rolls, it gathers the latest concepts and grows and grows until it

finds a resting state – the output. AI scientists think of prompt engineering

as kicking the ball, or pushing it to gather more ideas. 

They shared these principles:

Academic integrity as “how we demonstrate good scholarship–by

being honest and ethical in our work, acknowledging the work and ideas

of others” (definition from the University of Melbourne). Students

should use their own words OR acknowledge others, including ChatGPT.

Purpose of assessment “is an opportunity for students to

demonstrate their skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors in relation

to a set of specific learning outcomes.” Assessment results should be a

representation of what students know and can do at a particular point in

time.

Why students commit academic misconduct

Lack of awareness of what is & is not academic misconduct, so

instructors should communicate expectations clearly. Resource: 

AI Use: Sample Statements & Reference Citations

Poor time management– assignment is due, haven’t done the

work, panic. Resource: Time Management Tips Video

Lack of self-efficacy– lack of confidence, or belief that one can

perform a task, leads to poor decisions

Mileage may vary Each situation is different. Consider the context–

where you are: class size, discipline, etc., & recognize there’s no one-size-

fits-all response.

 

 

They shared these tips: 

Communicate and don’t make assumptions.

Express expectations: via video, email, syllabus, face-to-face discussion,

in lesson

Complete a diagnostic essay early in the course to establish a baseline.

Then, later in the semester, refer back to it.

Some departments put their writing policy on a QR code for students to

scan

Leads to video, audio, print statements

You want your policy to “be everywhere”

Discuss ethical use:

Share concrete examples with students; help students understand

what’s equitable/fair because future jobs require AI tools and we

need to prepare students. Cheating happens with knowledge or

skills gap

Share institution’s AI writing acceptable use policy - refer to it.

CSC recently updated to the Academic Honesty Policy, adding #4

Generative AI. The update respects faculty academic freedom (to use or

not use AI tools), while holding students to high moral standards of

integrity.

 

Visit CSC's update library webpage, "Guides & Tutorials," then "Style

Manuals and Citation Guides," for instructional support. The website has

samples for citing AI using APA, MLA, and Chicago styles. The handout

"Citing Content Generated by Artificial Intelligence (AI) Tools," explains

disclosure statements, which offer faculty a way of knowing what a student

gained (and applied) from their use of generative AI. Explore Turnitin's

infographics and, most importantly, have open dialogue with students

about AI tools.

 

 

 

Turnitin's AI writing puzzle – an interactive designed to help explore generative AI in an educational setting.

Canvas Quick Tip

Add an Event to a Canvas Course Calendar

Students are relying more on Canvas calendars to stay organized and

remember course deadlines. For tasks with multiple due dates (for

example, a discussion with an initial post and then peer responses due

on a later date), relying on the initial due date can be an issue; each

Canvas task only allows for only one due date per assignment.

However, instructors can add Events to the course calendar, in order

to notify students of additional deadlines. Click to the button below to

learn how to add events to course calendars. 

Button

Perusall- New Social Annotation Tool Integrated in
Canvas

Dr. Kimberly Cox

At the request of CSC faculty members, TLPEC and IT have added an

integrated resource into the Canvas LMS platform – Perusall.

 

Perusall is a free annotation tool, created by a team of professors

from Harvard University, which integrates with Canvas to increase

course participation, allowing students and instructors to annotate

readings and asynchronously comment on each other’s notes and

questions. Students can write comments, share URLs, “like”

responses, use hashtags, and more. 

 

It is a free tool. The only cost that may be incurred would be if faculty

choose to integrate Perusall with textbook materials. Students would

then purchase their textbooks through the Perusall site. The company

works with major publishers, including Pearson and McGraw-Hill.

This link has more information on how Perusall works with

bookstores. For faculty convenience, Graded activities can be

imported from Perusall to Canvas Gradebook through the External

Tool function.

 

Dr. Cox, Associate Professor of English and Chair of English &

Humanities Department, is one faculty member who utilizes Perusall

in her courses. She had the following to say about her experiences

with the resource:

 

I’ve found Perusall to be a great tool for facilitating online

discussion, modeling reading strategies (I can annotate readings

and pose questions to students to help them engage more concretely

with the text), and responding to questions in real time because

students can @-me when they have a query. I usually make the first

assignment a completion assignment where I ask them to respond

to the syllabus. It’s great fun seeing what they have to say! It offers

opportunities for them to ask questions and ensures that I know

they know what the class expectations are. It’s also a low-stakes

way to introduce them to the new tool. Perusall has been great for

my online sections and for facilitating communication between my

online and in-person students in blended classes. Finally, students

cannot download the material uploaded to Perusall, which can help

deter plagiarism and assure engagement in the online space. It also

has a tool that will read PDFs aloud, so it has some built in

accessibility options.

 

Suggested uses for faculty to integrate Perusall in Canvas courses:

Teach annotation: suggest students highlight an important

point in their reading and comment on why the section was

important. Or explain connections between several readings in

the course.

Annotate text, video, images, slides, and podcasts: faculty

and students can annotate on a variety of uploaded

material.

Annotate lecture videos: Have students watch pre-

recorded lectures and record questions they have for the

instructor.

Peer review: Students can read and respond to each other’s

writing, as a tool to help them reflect on their own writing

process.

 

For an in-depth introduction into Perusall, watch the video below

(8:17 min.) by co-founder, Gary King. Instructor support is available.

For those interested in integrating Perusall into a current Canvas

course, contact TLPEC or view this video tutorial to set up the tool.

 

 

Starting in Summer 2024, CSC courses in the Canvas Learning Management System will have an updated

template in an effort to streamline student navigation of online course content.

TLPEC is proud to have re-designed the template using Universal Design for Learning (UDL) standards,

which consider accessibility needs and course functionality. Watch this 4 minute video to learn about UDL

framework.

Play in the (Canvas) Sandbox

Faculty: don't forget you have the power to experiment in Canvas

without impacting live courses! Each faculty member with a Canvas

account has a Canvas Sandbox course. This course shell is a place to

experiment and test out new ideas.

 

In an effort to help students avoid the temptation of using AI on

quizzes, or attempting to look up test bank answers online, try creating

Hot Spot quiz questions in your Sandbox. Make an image-based quiz

in under 10 minutes. Click the button below for easy, step-by-step,

instructions.

Button

Don't Let Old Content Invade Current Quizzes

 

There are different ways to bring content from one Canvas course to another,

including Copy to and Export Course Content.

 

Copy to should be reserved for when educators would like an exact copy of

a quiz, assignment, etc., with no changes to the content (no altering

questions, etc.). Copy to should only be used when content from one course

shell is going to be brought to a new course and not be changed at all.

 

If an instructor would like to bring an old quiz from one course to another,

they should use Export Course Content. By exporting the content from

one course and importing it into another, the connection from the original

course to the new course is broken. If the instructor wants to update the

imported quiz, there will not be issues with previous versions of the quiz.

 

Recommendation

Export course content should be used to bring content from one class, or

one course section, to another. Exporting content should keep sections from

being linked. Read more from Utah State.

 

While both methods have their purpose, using Copy to can cause quizzes to

carry over previous versions of course material. For example, if there are ten

versions of a quiz (created over four semesters), items (question stems,

answers, etc.) from version four of the quiz may appear in version ten!

Copy to often brings old content into copied versions.

 

For instructors who move Canvas content themselves, see our videos on how

to use the Copy to and Export Course Content methods. For those who

would like assistance moving content, please contact the Teaching, Learning,

and Professional Education Center.

 

We're here to help! tlpec@csc.edu

 

Learn to use Copy to, to replicate content from one

course to another Canvas course.

 

Learn how to Export Course Content from one

Canvas course and import it into another.

Camtasia How-To Video

Camtasia is a versatile tool that allows educators to record lectures, animate presentations, and create video

lessons (for example, demonstrate how to work through math problems virtually). The tool empowers

instructors to deliver engaging content for online learning, making it a valuable resource for student

engagement. Learn more about this tool from the video below.

 

What tools do you use to record video responses for online classes?  

Each month, the Teaching, Learning, and Professional Education Center asks the TLPEC Student Curriculum Specialists a new

question; this month we were curious about how students experience video responses in their online or hybrid courses.  

Ronda Bokelman

In my classes, we use Cengage for

video assignments. We have videos

with multiple choice questions,

which we answer while watching. We

also have polling videos. As we

respond to the video's multiple

choice questions, and it populates an

analytical breakdown of how our

answers reside in the population of

both the class and our institution.

We also make our own video

submissions. After watching a video,

we answer reflection questions. I use

the microphone and video in

Cengage to record my videos. Once

students record a video, we receive

instant AI feedback about our rate

of speech, use of filler words, how

we addressed our question and so

forth. After I submit my video, I can

then watch my classmates'

submitted videos.

 

Rachel Cannon
 

While I have never had to record

a video response for any of my

online classes, I imagine that if I

ever had to, I would simply use

my device's built in camera app.

The camera app is a tool I am

already familiar with. It would

allow me to quickly record what

is needed without adding more

stress to the assignment by

having to learn how to use a new

resource.  

 
 

 

Aubree Quast
 

I have used Flip in the past to

record responses to a prompt and

reply to my classmates in video

form, which I really enjoyed. In

some of my classes, we use

traditional typed discussion posts

to reply to classmates. I think it

would be refreshing if we used the

Upload/Record Media function

within Canvas Discussions to post

videos for the discussion. I feel like

I get to know my classmates better,

and have more thoughtful replies

to their discussion posts, if I can

actually hear and see them talk

about the topic at hand.  

 

SOCIAL MEDIA & EVENTS
 

Black Excellence Event

 

The Teaching, Learning, and Professional Education Center (TLPEC) supports

inclusive campus efforts. Diverse experiences enrich learning. TLPEC sent

graduate counseling student and curriculum specialist Ronda Bokelman to

this event. She shares her experience:

 

The Black Excellence event at CSC was a great avenue for open dialogue about

our country's history and it's future. Excellence can mean different things to

people, and attendees of this event were lucky to hear from some eloquent

speakers who embrace Black Excellence. 

First, President Patterson spoke about being positively empowered. He

encouraged listeners to reflect on how we embrace Black Excellence and can

positively lift each other from disadvantages in life. He emphasized the

importance of empowering yourself and always challenging ourselves to be

willing to walk through doors when they are open to us.  

Coach Kyle Hunt was next to speak, and he shared his own grateful attitude. In

his inspiring talk, he noted how important it is to help others, and how in this life

we are all servants meant to support each other. Having a servant mindset

sustains our own growth (and unveils our vision to help others) and ultimately

helps us find our own purpose.  

Dr. Julian Berrian discussed black history pride with the story of the black

homesteading communities in the Great Plains of Nebraska. He referred to the

1906 DeWitty Settlement, as a result of the Kinkaid Act that offered 640 acres of

free land in the Sandhills. The black settlement was renamed Audacious, which

translates to showing a willingness to take surprisingly bold risks. Personally, I

was unaware of the determination, strength, and grit these early settlers had to

have to forge a new life in a young state. 

Dr. Janet Anthony finished the presentations with powerful words spoken to

include everyone and proclaimed, "Black is more than my identity... who

demonstrates black excellence? We all do, by being trailblazers utilizing the

essence of who we are." 

This was my first experience with a Black Excellence event. I found it to be

enlightening. Americans have an individual mindset. Black excellence is trying to

uplift and promote the success of people –while discrimination is real, they have

overcome and risen to excellence. It was encompassed well in the phrase

President Patterson declares to all of us, "Soar Eagles!" 

 

 

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP SPEAKER

SERIES

 

In honor of Women's History Month, TLPEC is

sharing the ACE Women’s Network, which

"facilitates the networking of women interested in

pursuing leadership opportunities in higher

education."

 

With topics ranging from maintaining a healthy

work-life balance to conversations on advocacy and

policy, the Women’s Leadership Speaker Series is 

"designed to attract, develop, and support women

leaders in higher education. The series features

"inspiring leaders and recognized experts discussing

their accomplishments, challenges, and insights."

Learn More

FIND US

Chadron State College 

Library Learning Commons 104 & 110

308-432-7068

 

FOLLOW US
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